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Introduction
The ESRI Collector App can make data collection and processing a very streamlined process compared to
using field notebooks and manually tracking GPS coordinates. In order to best utilize the App and reap
the most benefit, it is important to be consistent with your data collection as well as to use the App
correctly. This manual is intended to help clarify the data collection process within the Collector App
itself; there is a separate companion manual intended for use by those who will be creating and
publishing field forms for use in the App.

Getting Started
You will need:



A smartphone or tablet (with GPS hardware) with iOS, Android, or Windows 10 (tablets only)
ArcGIS organizational account

Logging In (on line)
Step 1: Log into ArcGIS Online.
To use the Collector App, you must have an ArcGIS organizational account. At the University of
Amsterdam, you may contact Thijs de Boer (w.m.deboer@uva.nl) to create an account for you within
the UvA ArcGIS organization.
Step 2: Accept Group Invitation.
If you are using data created by someone else, they may have invited you to a Group including the
content intended for data collection. After logging into ArcGIS Online, go to the “Groups” tab and accept
any invitations that you received. This will allow you to access the content in the Group.
Step 3: Install Collector App.
Install the Collector App if you have not done so and use your ArcGIS Online username and password to
login.

Downloading Maps (on line)
In order to collect data while offline, you must first download the maps to your device.
Step 1: Download.
After logging in, the first screen in the Collector App will show you a list of all of the maps that your
account has access to. In the bottom right corner of each map’s entry, there is a cloud icon with an
arrow. Pressing this icon will allow you to download the map.
Step 2: Open the map.
When the map has been downloaded, you may open it in the app. You will be prompted to choose an
extent for your workspace as well as a separate one for the map detail. Zoom in and out until you find
the extent that provides you with the necessary resolution for your data collection.
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Data Collection (off line)
Map View
The Collector App has a variety of functions that can be used in Map View after a map is opened. A few
of these can be seen below in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic Functions of the Collector
App in Map View.
A. Bookmarks. Previously defined areas of
interest on the map.
B. Map Layers. Turn layer visibility on or
off
C. Measuring tool.
D. Basemap. Choose to add a Basemap or
change the type of imagery used for the
current one. This option does not work in
offline mode.

E. Add a feature. Use the addition sign to
add data to the editable layers.
F. Result Actions. Can choose to edit,
zoom to, or see details about the selected
feature.

Adding Features
Step 1: Add data.
Press the addition sign at the top of the screen while the map in which you’d like to collect data is open.
Step 2: Choose the feature layer that you would like to add data to.
You may only add data to editable layers so these are the only options that will appear. This will bring
you to the Collect screen, pictured below in Figure 2.
Step 3: (For line or polygon features) Draw a Shape.
The Collector App allows data collection of line or polygon features as well as points. In order to add a
line or area feature, you will need to draw the shape. There are two methods for doing so. You may use
a streaming option which allows you to walk along the feature and capture its shape without manually
adding points; choose “Stream” in the bottom right corner of the screen. You may also create a line or
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polygon by adding points to the map in the same manner that you would in ArcMap. Points may be
added by manually choosing a spot on the map or by “Use My Location” which will create a point using
the GPS signal. Each point becomes a vertex and is connected to the previous point by a line segment.
While drawing the shape, you are able to “Undo” the last change that you made or “Delete” the shape
entirely to start anew. (Refer to the second panel of Figure 2).
Step 4: Fill out attributes.
The attributes will be the fields that you created for the feature layer. Some fields may have dropdown
menus with pre-created responses while others may only be filled in with numbers or text. Use the
dropdown menus as frequently as possible and try to stay consistent with all of your observations.
Step 5: Attach photo.
If you would like to add a photo to your data record, choose the camera icon at the top of the screen.
You will be able to choose if you would like to take a new photo or upload one from your device’s
library.
Step 5: Submit the added feature.
The feature will now appear on screen in the map.

Figure 2. Collect Screen in the Collector App.
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Figure 2 Key.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

Cancel – Does not create the new feature.
Collect Settings – Changes the settings for the GPS accuracy and streaming interval.
View Map- Shows your location on the map.
Add attachment- Can add photos or video to a feature if attachments have been enabled.
Submit- Finish creating the new feature.
Feature type- Indicates point, line, or polygon feature.
Attribute Fields- Enter data and observations into these fields.
Current Accuracy- This shows the current GPS accuracy; if it is green, then the accuracy is
adequate for collecting data, if it is red, you will need to wait for the accuracy to improve before
adding the feature.
View Attributes- Returns to the attribute list.

The following functions are only for use while creating a line or polygon feature:
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

Use My Location- updates the location or adds a vertex at your location.
Delete Vertex- Deletes the currently active vertex.
Undo- Undoes the last change you made to your feature’s shape.
Delete- Deletes the feature you are currently collecting or editing.
Stream- Uses your device’s GPS to draw a feature, allowing you to walk or drive along the
feature without manually placing points. You cannot make any edits while in Stream mode.
O. Map- This map view allows you to create and edit the shape of your features for lines and
polygons.

Editing Features
If you would like to edit any added features after they have been submitted, select the feature. On the
bottom of the screen, the name of its layer as well the value of its first attribute field will appear (see
Figure 1). Choose the icon to the right of the name which will give you many options, including edit. Edit
the desired attributes and choose the “Update” option in the upper right corner.

Data Synchronization (on line)
Synchronizing Data
Data should be synchronized frequently with ArcGIS Online to protect against any loss due to device
malfunction or damage and so that the data may be available to other users on different devices. When
an internet connection is established, data points collected offline may be synchronized.
To synchronize collected data, go to the screen where all of your available maps are listed. If there are
unsynchronized data points in a map, there will be a red badge on the cloud icon (“Download/Sync”)
showing the number needing to be synchronized. Pressing on the icon will initiate syncing which will
upload the new data points to ArcGIS Online as well as download any points that other users uploaded
to the map from their devices.
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Additional Information
For more information on using the Collector App (including many detailed diagrams of the different
screens in the app) and its future updates, check out www.esri.com/products/collector-for-arcgis.

ESRI Training Modules
o Collector for ArcGIS: An Introduction
o Offline Data Collection Using Collector for ArcGIS
o Teaching with GIS: Field Data Collection Using ArcGIS

In-app Modules
o Damage Assessment Survey Tutorial
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